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 apk file). The MacOS installer includes a special feature called AudioFX. This allows you to apply various effects to a recording in real time, change the volume, pan, or EQ a recording, and then save the recording as another sound file. Other features include a multi-track editing and mixing window, a built-in library of thousands of SFX files, voice-to-text, and text-to-voice, support for 16 different
languages, and a professional voice-over tool. Version history GoldWave has been under constant development since 2000. The following is a timeline of major releases, along with a link to the latest version of the app (as of October 4, 2019). Version 4.0 This update includes support for various new formats and improvements to the previous version. Version 3.5 Version 3.0 This update improves

compatibility with some newer file formats, allows for the conversion of more audio files to other formats, and adds new features to the previous version. Version 2.4 This update fixes the 'Control+N' bug. Version 2.3 This update improves compatibility with some newer file formats and adds new features to the previous version. Version 2.2 This update improves compatibility with some newer file
formats, fixes crashes and audio playback issues on older systems, and adds new features to the previous version. Version 2.0 This update improves compatibility with some newer file formats, supports previewing, saves all the edited audio, and adds new features to the previous version. Version 1.8 This update improves compatibility with some newer file formats, adds GoldWave's unique license,

and adds new features to the previous version. Version 1.7 Version 1.6 Version 1.5 Version 1.4 This update improves compatibility with some newer file formats, adds GoldWave's unique 82157476af
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